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AROUND
THE
J-COM

Students examine their past
YEAR 6 King David students recently visited the Jewish
Museum of Australia to learn about their pasts as part of the
Dorot (generations) project.
Each student was given a family tree and then delved into
the archives to find out more.
They received a guided tour through the Australian
migrants section, investigated artefacts from different eras
and interviewed migrants about their life story.
Student Michelle Aghion said, “It was really interesting to
hear why people had to move from their home country. It was
a great experience.”
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MP Pesutto pays a visit
IT has become a Bialik tradition for
the MP for Hawthorn and Victorian
shadow attorney-general, John
Pesutto, to visit the college and
address the year 5 students on the
topic of leadership.
Pesutto’s presentation included
anecdotes and insights from his
job as a politician. He said that as
a leader, he has to make tough
decisions on the public’s behalf, even
when his constituents are divided on
an issue.
Pesutto also emphasised how
leaders have to listen and take
others’ opinions and advice on
board.
As the year 5 cohort approach
the conclusion of their primary
school years, the school believes
the leadership skills developed and
honed during their year of Manhigut
(Leadership) service, will be of
immense benefit as they embark on
the next stage of their education
journey.

DILLER TEEN FELLOWS

An experience of a lifetime
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THE third cohort of Melbourne
Diller Teen Fellows, consisting
of students from eight different
schools, recently returned home
from their three-week summer
seminar in Israel.
The trip offered a unique
opportunity to meet Jewish teenagers from around the world
and engage in discussions about
Israel, Jewish identity and leadership. Melbourne participants met
others from America, Argentina,
South Africa, Canada and Israel.
As part of the program, fellows
toured the south of Israel and
spent a week in the partnership
region of the Golan Heights. The
trip culminated with the Global
Congress seminar, with 620 other
Diller Teens.

The week in the Golan Heights
was planned, created and run by
the fellows themselves, embodying the self-management skills
that the Diller program aspires to
develop.
During the final week, the fellows were home-hosted by their
peers in the Golan and got a feel
for Israeli daily life.
Fellow Ze’ev Gittleson, a year
11 student at Mount Scopus
College said, “I can honestly say
Diller has undoubtedly been one
of the most amazing experiences
of my life, with our three-week
trip to Israel being the undisputed
highlight.
“Meeting 600 Jewish teenagers from around the world, talking, debating, laughing, learning
and crying with them was something that I don’t believe any of

The 2018 Diller cohort.

us will ever be able to forget.
“As someone who had been to
Israel four times beforehand and
as someone who already cannot
wait to make aliyah, going to
Israel with Diller was still so different and so special, because this
time, I felt like I was going to the
Holy Land not so I could benefit
from Israel, but so Israel could

benefit from me – and from the
hundreds of other young future
Jewish leaders coming together
to share with Israel and with the
world their brilliance and their
passion for transforming the
world into a better place.”
The fellows will now embark
on their personal impact projects
within the Melbourne community.

PIONEERS OF THE EXTRAORDINARY
Handcrafted Private & Small Group Journeys
Luxury Expedition Cruises
Born on safari in East Africa in 1962, Abercrombie & Kent has been reinventing
luxury travel for more than half a century. Now with 55 offices and more than
2,500 travel experts on the ground around the world, we take the world’s
most discerning travellers to the ends of the earth on unforgettable adventures.
Talk to your travel agent or call Abercrombie & Kent on 1300 851 800.
www.abercrombiekent.com.au

Request a
copy of our new
2019 Small Group
Journeys book and
receive a $500 A&K
Travel Voucher. Visit
abercrombiekent.com.au
for details.

